We present a measurement of the inclusive jet cross section in p " p collisions at ffiffi ffi s p ¼ 1:96 TeV based on data collected by the CDF II detector with an integrated luminosity of 1:13 fb À1 . The measurement was made using the cone-based midpoint jet clustering algorithm in the rapidity region of jyj < 2:1. The results are consistent with next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD predictions based on recent parton distribution functions (PDFs), and are expected to provide increased precision in PDFs at high parton momentum fraction x. The results are also compared to the recent inclusive jet cross section measurement using the k T jet clustering algorithm, and we find that the ratio of the cross sections measured with the two algorithms is in agreement with theoretical expectations over a large range of jet transverse momentum and rapidity.
We present a measurement of the inclusive jet cross section in p " p collisions at ffiffi ffi s p ¼ 1:96 TeV based on data collected by the CDF II detector with an integrated luminosity of 1:13 fb À1 . The measurement was made using the cone-based midpoint jet clustering algorithm in the rapidity region of jyj < 2:1. The results are consistent with next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD predictions based on recent parton distribution functions (PDFs), and are expected to provide increased precision in PDFs at high parton momentum fraction x. The results are also compared to the recent inclusive jet cross section measurement using the k T jet clustering algorithm, and we find that the ratio of the cross sections measured with the two algorithms is in agreement with theoretical expectations over a large range of jet transverse momentum and rapidity. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the differential inclusive jet cross section at the Fermilab Tevatron probes the highest momentum transfers in particle collisions currently attainable in any accelerator experiment, and thus is potentially sensitive to new physics such as quark substructure [1, 2] . The measurement also provides a direct test of predictions of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) [3] [4] [5] . The inclusive jet cross section measurements at Tevatron Run II [6] [7] [8] [9] cover up to 600 GeV=c in jet transverse momentum p T [10] , and range over more than 8 orders of magnitude in differential cross section. Comparisons of the measured cross section with pQCD predictions provide constraints on the parton distribution function (PDF) of the (anti)proton, in particular, at high momentum fraction x (x * 0:3) where the gluon distribution is poorly constrained [11] . Further constraints on the gluon distribution at high x will contribute to reduced uncertainties on theoretical predictions of many interesting physics processes both for experiments at the Tevatron and for future experiments at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). One example is t " t production at the Tevatron for which the dominant PDF uncertainty arises from the uncertainty in the high-x gluon distribution. In addition, searches for new physics beyond the standard model at high p T such as quark substructure require precise knowledge of PDFs at high x.
Jets are defined by algorithms which cluster together objects such as energies measured in calorimeter towers, particles, or partons. Jet clustering relies on the association of objects based either on proximity in coordinate space (as in cone algorithms) or in momentum space (as in k T algorithms) [12] [13] [14] [15] . The CDF Collaboration recently published a measurement of the inclusive jet cross section in the rapidity region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 [10] using a cone-based jet clustering algorithm [16] based on 0:39 fb À1 of the Run II data [6] . This paper presents an updated measurement based on 1:13 fb À1 with the kinematic range extended up to jyj ¼ 2:1, and comparisons with next-to-leading-order (NLO) pQCD predictions based on recent PDFs of the proton [11, 17] . The extension of the rapidity range significantly increases the kinematic reach in x À Q space, where Q denotes the momentum transfer, and helps to further constrain the proton PDFs. The D0 Collaboration also recently reported a measurement of the inclusive jet cross section using 0:70 fb À1 of data in the rapidity region jyj < 2:4 [9] .
Similar measurements of the inclusive jet cross section have been made by the CDF Collaboration in Run II using the k T jet clustering algorithm [18] in the region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 [7] and later in the region up to jyj ¼ 2:1 [8] . The k T algorithm has been used successfully at e þ e À and e AE p collider experiments; however, the cone algorithms have been used traditionally at hadron collider experiments, mainly due to the associated simplicity in constructing corrections for the underlying event and for multiple interactions in the same bunch crossing [12] . It is worth noting that previous measurements made at the Tevatron in Run I using a cone algorithm and k T algorithm showed only marginal agreement [19, 20] .
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: Section II describes the CDF detector components most relevant to this analysis. The details of the jet clustering algorithm and the data sample used in this measurement are presented in Secs. III and IV. Section V explains the methods used to correct the CDF data for all detector effects, so that the measured cross section may be directly compared to theoretical predictions. The event samples from Monte Carlo (MC) event generators and CDF detector simulation that are used to derive these corrections are also discussed in this section. Systematic uncertainties in the cross section measurement are discussed in Sec. VI. Section VII discusses NLO pQCD predictions on the inclusive jet cross sections, and Sec. VIII presents the measured cross sections and comparisons to those predictions. In Sec. IX the measured cross sections are also compared to the recent measurement using the k T jet clustering algorithm [8] , and in Sec. X conclusions are presented.
II. THE CDF II DETECTOR
The CDF II detector, shown schematically in Fig. 1 , is described in detail elsewhere [21] . Here, those components that are relevant to this measurement are briefly described. The central detector consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVXII) [22] and intermediate silicon layers (ISL) [23] , covering the radial ranges of 1.5-11 cm and 19-30 cm, respectively. They are located inside a cylindrical open-cell drift chamber [24] of 96 layers organized in 8 superlayers with alternating structures of axial and AE2 stereo readout within a radial range between 40 and 137 cm. The tracking system is located inside a superconducting solenoid magnet which provides an axial 1.4 T magnetic field. Surrounding the magnet coil are projective-towergeometry sampling calorimeters to measure the energy of interacting particles.
The central calorimeter covers the region of jj < 1:1 and is divided into two halves at jj ¼ 0. It consists of 48 modules, segmented into towers of granularity Á Â Á % 0:1 Â 0:26. The central electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM) [25, 26] consists of a lead scintillator with a depth of about 18 radiation lengths; the central hadron calorimeter (CHA) [27] consists of an iron scintillator with a depth of approximately 4.7 interaction lengths. The energy resolution of the CEM for electrons is ðE T Þ=E T ¼ 13:5%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E T ðGeVÞ p È 1:5%, while the energy resolution of the CHA for charged pions that do not interact in the CEM is ðE T Þ=E T ¼ 50%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E T ðGeVÞ p È 3%.
The forward region, 1:1 < jj < 3:6, is covered by the plug calorimeters [28, 29] consisting of a lead scintillator for the electromagnetic section (PEM) and an iron scintil- lator for the hadronic section (PHA). The PEM and PHA have a depth of about 23.2 radiation lengths and 6.8 interaction lengths, respectively. The PEM and PHA are identically segmented into 480 towers of sizes which vary with (Á Â Á % 0:1 Â 0:13 at jj < 1:8 and Á Â Á % 0:6 Â 0:26 at jj ¼ 3:6). The energy resolution of the PEM for electrons is ðE T Þ=E T ¼ 14%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E T ðGeVÞ p È 1%, while the energy resolution of the PHA for charged pions that do not interact in the PEM is ðE T Þ=E T ¼ 74%
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E T ðGeVÞ p È 4%. The gap in the projective tower geometry between CHA and PHA, corresponding to 0:7 < jj < 1:3, is covered by an iron-scintillator endwall hadron calorimeter (WHA) [27] with segmentation similar to that of the central calorimeter. The WHA has a depth of approximately 4.5 interaction lengths, and a resolution of ðE T Þ=E T ¼ 75%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E T ðGeVÞ p È 4% for charged pions that do not interact in the electromagnetic section.
A system of Cherenkov luminosity counters (CLC) [30] is located around the beampipe and inside the plug calorimeters. The CLC detector, covering the range 3:6 < jj < 4:6, consists of two modules on the two sides of the interaction region. Each module consists of 48 thin and long gas Cherenkov counters arranged in three concentric layers of 16 counters. The CLC detector is used to measure the number of inelastic p " p collisions per bunch crossing and thereby the luminosity.
III. JET CLUSTERING
The definition of a jet is a fundamental step in the measurement of the inclusive jet cross section. Jets are collimated sprays of particles originating from quark or gluon fragmentation. They must be defined by clustering algorithms, and the algorithms are designed such that the jets clustered from the complex structure of objects (such as energies measured in calorimeter towers) in each event represent the physical properties of the partons from the hard scattering. The commonly used jet clustering algorithms can be categorized into two classes, i.e., cone-based algorithms and k T algorithms. The two categories of algorithms have different strengths and weaknesses in regards to comparisons between data and theoretical predictions. For example, as mentioned previously, the underlying event and multiple interaction corrections are simpler for cone algorithms, while k T algorithms have a smaller sensitivity to higher order perturbative QCD effects [12] [13] [14] .
The k T algorithms are based on pairwise successive combinations. In the k T algorithm [18] , initially each object to be clustered is considered as a proto-jet, and the quantities k are then computed for each proto-jet and each pair of proto-jets, respectively, where p T;i is the p T of the i-th proto-jet, ÁR i:j is the distance in a specified coordinate space (e.g., y À space) between each pair of proto-jets, and D is the parameter that controls the size of the jet. If the smallest of these quantities is a k 2 T;i , that proto-jet becomes a jet and is removed from the list of proto-jets, and if the smallest quantity is a k 2 T;ði;jÞ , the two proto-jets are merged into a single proto-jet and the original two proto-jets are removed from the proto-jet list. This process is iterated until all the proto-jets become jets.
In cone algorithms, objects in a cone in a specified coordinate space are clustered, and the axis of the cone is required to coincide with the direction of the cone defined by a sum of all objects inside the cone. Such cones are referred to as stable cones, and jets are formed from these stable cones. Cone algorithms used in experiments so far search for stable cones only from the locations of seeds, objects above a threshold, in order to keep the CPU running time manageable. The use of seeds makes these cone algorithms sensitive to soft particles, and it has been pointed out that pQCD calculations with cone algorithms used previously in Run I [19, 31] may face difficulties due to the presence of infrared singularities [12, 32] . The midpoint cone-based jet clustering algorithm [12] used in this paper and also in other recent measurements [6, 9] reduces this problem by placing additional seeds at the midpoint between stable cones having a separation of less than twice the clustering cone radius. More details of the midpoint jet clustering algorithm used in this measurement are described below.
First, a list of objects to be clustered needs to be identified. In this paper, jets are clustered at three different levels. The list of objects to be clustered is different in each case:
(a) Detector level (in data or MC events after detector simulation): CDF reconstructs jets from four-vectors associated with calorimeter towers. The four-vector associated with each tower is defined as a sum of vectors for the electromagnetic and hadronic sections. The vector of each section is defined as a massless four-vector with magnitude equal to the deposited energy and with direction from the primary interaction event vertex to the center of each section. To reduce the effect of detector noise, only towers with p T > 100 MeV=c are included in the list. (b) Hadron level (in MC events): four-vectors of the stable particles (mostly hadrons and photons from 0 decays) [33] are the basic elements to be clustered. (c) Parton level (in MC events or NLO pQCD theory):
four-vectors of partons are used to form parton-level jets. In MC events, the partons before hadronization are used, and in the pQCD theory, the partons after all QCD radiation are used. There are at most three partons in the list in the NLO pQCD theory used in this paper. Then, a list of seed objects is made with the requirement that the p T of the object exceeds a fixed threshold, which is set to 1 GeV=c in this analysis. At each seed location a cone of radius R cone ¼ 0:7 in y À space is constructed, and the four-momentum vectors of all objects located in the cone are summed. This four-vector sum defines the centroid of the cluster, i.e.,
This definition for the kinematics of a cluster is referred to as the four-vector recombination scheme [12] . The fourvector of the cluster is then used as a new cone axis. From this axis a new cone is drawn and the process of summing up the four-vectors of all objects in the cone is repeated. This process is iterated until the cone axis and the centroid coincide, indicating that a stable cone has been formed. In the next step in the algorithm, additional seeds are added at the midpoints between all pairs of stable cones whose separation in y À space is less than 2R cone . A cone of radius R cone is then drawn around the midpoint seed and is used to form a stable cone. If the resulting cone is not already in the list of stable cones, it is added to the list. After all midpoint seeds have been explored, the list of stable cones is complete. As mentioned earlier, the use of these additional seeds reduces the sensitivity of the algorithm to soft particles and makes this algorithm infrared safe up to NLO in pQCD for inclusive jet cross sections.
It is possible that stable cones overlap, i.e., an object may be contained in more than one stable cone. To resolve these configurations, a split-and-merge algorithm is employed. After stable cones are sorted in decreasing p T , overlapping stable cones are merged if the p T of the four-vector sum of shared objects between two overlapping cones is more than a fraction, f merge ¼ 0:75, of the p T of the lower-p T cone; otherwise, the shared objects are assigned to the cone closer in y À space. After cone overlaps are resolved and all objects are uniquely assigned to a cluster, the resulting clusters are promoted to jets and their kinematic properties are determined using the four-vector recombination scheme as defined in Eq. (1) where the sum is over all objects assigned to the jet. The midpoint algorithm used in this measurement may then be summarized as follows:
(1) A list of seeds which includes only objects with p T > 1 GeV=c is made. (2) Stable cones with radius R cone ¼ 0:7 are constructed around each seed. (3) An additional seed is added at the midpoint between each pair of stable cones separated by less than 2R cone . Each additional seed is used to search for stable cones that have not already been found.
(4) The stable cones are p T ordered and the split-andmerge procedure is performed to resolve overlapping cones.
IV. DATA SAMPLE AND EVENT SELECTION
The measurement described in this paper is based on the data taken from February 2002 until February 2006 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1:13 AE 0:07 fb À1 . The data samples used in this measurement were collected using four paths in the CDF three-level trigger system. The level-1 trigger requires a calorimeter trigger tower, consisting of a specific pair of calorimeter towers adjacent in , to have E T > 5, 5, 10, and 10 GeV in the four trigger paths, respectively, for most of the time; however, the E T threshold for the last path is changed from 10 to 20 GeV in the course of the data-taking period in order to accommodate the increase in the trigger rate due to increasing instantaneous luminosity. At level 2, the calorimeter towers are clustered using a nearest-neighbor algorithm. Events are required to have at least one level-2 trigger cluster with E T > 15, 40, 60, and 90 GeV in each of four trigger paths, respectively. Events in these four paths are further required to have at least one jet with E T > 20, 50, 70, and 100 GeV at level 3, where the jet clustering is performed using the CDF Run I cone algorithm with a cone radius R cone ¼ 0:7 [31] . These four jet trigger paths are referred to as ''jet20'', ''jet50'', ''jet70'' and ''jet100'' hereafter. The minimum p T at which jets from a given trigger path are used is determined by requiring a trigger efficiency greater than 99.5%. The trigger efficiencies in the region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 are shown in Fig. 2 .
The jet20, jet50, and jet70 triggers are artificially reduced (prescaled) in order to avoid saturating the bandwidth of the trigger and data acquisition system. The jet70 trigger is prescaled by a constant factor of 8 for all data used in this measurement, which means that only one event in eight satisfying the trigger requirements is accepted. The prescales for the jet20 and jet50 triggers were changed during the period this data sample was acquired in order to accommodate increasing instantaneous luminosity. The integrated luminosities of the jet50 and jet20 trigger data samples corrected for the prescale factors are 31.9 and 1:4 pb À1 , respectively. The four jet triggers are summarized in Table I . The jet yield distributions as functions of uncorrected jet p T (p CAL T ) [34] in the rapidity region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 before correcting for trigger prescales are shown in Fig. 3 .
Cosmic ray and beam-related background events are removed by applying a cut on missing-E T significance,
. The cut threshold varies with the highest-p T jet in the event and is defined by
MEASUREMENT OF THE INCLUSIVE JET CROSS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 78, 052006 (2008) where p max T is the maximum uncorrected jet p T in the event in units of GeV=c, and E T and E 6 T are in units of GeV. The missing-E T significance cut is about 100% efficient for low-p T jets, and the acceptance decreases to about 90% for the highest-p T jets used in this measurement.
Primary vertices (p " p interaction points) are reconstructed from fits to tracks in each event and from the beam line constraint, and the vertex with the highest total p T of the associated tracks is chosen as the event vertex. In order to ensure that particles from the p " p interactions are well measured by the CDF II detector, an event vertex is required to be within 60 cm of the center of the detector in z [10] . From the beam profile measured in data, the acceptance of the event z-vertex requirement has been determined to be 0:958 AE 0:002
The inclusive differential jet cross section can be defined as d 2 dp T dy
where N jet is the number of jets in each p T bin of width Áp T , R Ldt is the effective integrated luminosity which accounts for trigger prescales, and Áy is the rapidity interval. The number of jets in each p T bin is counted after jet energies are corrected on average as described below, and the differential cross sections are further corrected for the efficiencies of the E 6 T = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi P E T p and z-vertex cuts as well as the bin-to-bin jet migration effects due to finite energy measurement resolution as written in Sec. V C. The inclusive differential jet cross section is measured in five jet rapidity intervals, jyj < 0:1, 0:1 < jyj < 0:7, 0:7 < jyj < 1:1, 1:1 < jyj < 1:6, and 1:6 < jyj < 2:1 based on detector geometry.
V. JET ENERGY AND RESOLUTION CORRECTIONS
The jet energies measured by the calorimeters are affected by instrumental effects, such as calorimeter non- The jet p T measured by the calorimeters is corrected as described in Sec. V in these distributions.
linearity and energy smearing due to finite energy resolution of the calorimeters. These biases are corrected for in several steps as outlined below. First, an -dependent relative correction is applied in order to equalize in the response of the calorimeters to jets. The equalized jet p T is then corrected for the pileup effect, i.e., the effect of additional p " p interactions in the same bunch crossing. Then, a p T -dependent absolute correction is applied to correct for the average under-measured hadron energy due to the nonlinear response of the CDF calorimeters. These corrections are applied on a jet-by-jet basis and corrected jets are binned in p T . This binned jet cross section is corrected for the efficiency of the event selection criteria and bin-tobin jet migration effects due to energy smearing (unfolding). These corrections are derived by comparing the binned hadron-level cross section and the calorimeter-level cross sections corrected by the aforementioned jet-by-jet corrections using Monte Carlo events. After these corrections, the data have been corrected to the hadron level. In order to compare data with pQCD predictions, the effects of the underlying event (UE) and hadronization need to be accounted for, which is discussed in Sec. VII.
The Monte Carlo simulation used to derive the corrections, and the details of each correction step are described below.
A. Monte Carlo simulation
The parton shower MC programs PYTHIA 6.2 [36] and HERWIG 6.5 [37] along with the CDF detector simulation are used to derive the various corrections which are applied to the data, and to estimate systematic uncertainties in the measurement. The proton and antiproton PDFs are taken from CTEQ5L [38] . PYTHIA Tune A [39] , which refers to a set of parameters chosen to describe observables in the CDF data which are sensitive to the effects from the underlying event [40, 41] , is used for all PYTHIA calculations mentioned in this paper. Tune A is especially important for the UE correction discussed in Sec. VII.
The CDF II detector simulation is based on GEANT3 [42] in which a parametrized shower simulation, GFLASH [43] , is used to simulate the energy deposited in the calorimeter. The GFLASH parameters are tuned to test-beam data for electrons and high-momentum charged pions and to the insitu collision data for electrons from Z decays and lowmomentum charged hadrons [44] . The MC simulation is used to derive various jet corrections to be applied to the data, and to evaluate the associated systematic uncertainties. However, the real calorimeter response to jets is not described perfectly by the calorimeter simulation. Differences in the relative jet energy response and jet energy resolution between the collision data and MC simulation events were investigated using p T balance in dijet events [44] and the ''bisector'' method [45] , respectively.
Comparisons of dijet p T balance reveal that the variation of the jet energy scale with is different for data and MC and that this difference depends on jet p T at high rapidity (jyj > 1:1). For example, the jet energy scale in the plug calorimeter region is higher in MC than in data by $2% and the difference increases slightly with jet p T . This difference is accounted for by the relative corrections which are described in detail in Sec. V B 1.
The bisector method allows the jet energy resolution in the real CDF II detector and in the simulation to be compared. Events with a dijet topology are used for the study by requiring that only two jets have p T > 10 GeV=c. In order to minimize the effects of pileup, only events with exactly one reconstructed primary vertex are used. Also, one jet is required to be in the central region of the detector (0:1 < jyj < 0:7) and is referred to as the ''trigger'' jet. The second jet is called the ''probe'' jet and can be in any other rapidity region (jyj < 2:1). A coordinate system is defined in the transverse plane with one axis aligned with the bisector of the two jets. With reference to Fig. 4 , the following components related to the jet energy resolution are studied as functions of dijet mean p T :
(a) ? is the rms of the Áp T ? distribution where detector effects since the physics effects in ? , which are expected to give an isotropic contribution in the transverse plane, are removed. It should also be noted that since both jets are contributing to D , for a single jet ¼ D = ffiffiffi 2 p . For comparing the jet energy resolution in the real CDF II detector to that in the simulation, D is used. In the rapidity region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7, the detector simulation reproduces the detector jet energy resolution accurately. Figure 5 shows ? , k , and D for data and PYTHIA events. The data to MC ratio of D is used to compare the jet energy resolution in the real CDF II detector and in the simulation. Figure 6 shows the result for the D ratio in the other rapidity regions. In two rapidity regions (0:7 < jyj < 1:1 and 1:6 < jyj < 2:1), it was found that MC slightly underestimates the jet energy resolution in data; to account for the differences, extra smearing is applied on jet energies in MC events to match the jet energy resolution between data and MC when the absolute and unfolding corrections are derived. The extra jet energy smearing results in <6% changes in cross section in most bins, and <15% in the most extreme cases.
B. Jet corrections 1. Relative correction
The calorimeter response to jets is not uniform in . The nonuniformity arises from cracks between calorimeter modules and also from the different responses of the The data/MC ratio in D in four rapidity regions, jyj < 0:1, 0:7 < jyj < 1:1, 1:1 < jyj < 1:6, and 1:6 < jyj < 2:1 (solid squares). The same distribution in the region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 is shown in Fig. 5 . In the two regions where the simulation slightly underestimates the detector resolution, the MC is smeared by an additional amount to bring simulation and data into agreement (open squares). central and plug calorimeters. The relative correction is introduced to make the jet energy response flat in . The leading two jets in dijet events are expected to balance in p T in the absence of QCD radiation. Therefore, p T balance in dijet events is a useful tool to study the jet energy response as a function of and to derive the relative correction. To determine the -dependent relative jet energy correction, a jet with 0:2 < jj < 0:6 (where the CDF calorimeter is well understood) is defined as a trigger jet and the other jet is defined as a probe jet. The p T balance ( p probe T =p trigger T ) of these two jets [44] as a function of probe-jet is shown in Fig. 7 . It shows $ 1 in the region where the trigger jet is selected, i.e., 0:2 < jj < 0:6. There are dips at $ 0 and AE1 which are due to gaps between the calorimeter modules.
The -dependent relative corrections are obtained from a fit to the distribution at a given jet p T . These corrections are derived independently for data and MC. The ratio for data to MC simulation for all rapidity regions is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of jet p T . A small additional p T -independent correction is required in the region jyj < 0:1 to bring MC into agreement with data. As mentioned earlier, the data-MC difference in the relative jet energy scale depends on jet p T at jyj > 1:1. Therefore an additional correction with p T dependence is derived for the two highest jyj regions and is applied in order to match MC to data at any jet p T . Because of lack of statistics at high p T mainly in data, the uncertainty associated with this correction increases with increasing jet p T as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 8 .
Pileup correction
Extra p " p interactions in the same bunch crossing as the interaction which produced the jets can contribute energy to the jets. For the data sample used in this measurement, the average number of additional p " p interactions per event is about two. The number of reconstructed primary vertices is a good estimator of the number of interactions in the same bunch crossing. The correction for the additional p " p interactions is derived by measuring the average p T in a randomly chosen cone as a function of the number The data/MC ratio in dijet p T balance () in five rapidity regions after the p T -independent relative corrections have been applied. An additional correction is applied to the MC events to bring them into agreement with data in the regions of jyj < 0:1, 1:1 < jyj < 1:6, and 1:6 < jyj < 2:1. In the most forward regions (1:1 < jyj < 1:6 and 1:6 < jyj < 2:1), an additional systematic uncertainty is quoted due to the limited statistics at large p T which is shown by the dashed lines.
of primary vertices in a sample of minimum-bias events triggered only on a CLC coincidence between the two sides of the detector. The p T in the randomly chosen cone scales linearly with the number of additional vertices in the event, and the pileup correction is derived from the slope of this line. For each additional vertex reconstructed in the event, 0:97 GeV=c is subtracted from the jet p T .
Absolute correction
As particles pass through the CDF calorimeter, not all of their energy is collected. The absolute correction is applied to each jet to compensate for this average energy loss. The correction is derived by comparing hadron-level and calorimeter-level jets using PYTHIA and the CDF detector simulation. Hadron-level and calorimeterlevel jets are matched by their position in y À space T Fig. 9 , the average hadron-level jet p T is shown as a function of the calorimeter jet p T in each rapidity region. These distributions are fit to a fourth-order polynomial and the fit is applied as a correction to the p T of each jet in the data sample.
C. Unfolding correction
The next step in correcting the jet p T distribution to the hadron level is the unfolding correction, which accounts for smearing effects of the calorimeter and the efficiency of the event selection criteria. The hadron-level and calorimeter-level (after the jet corrections discussed above have been applied) cross sections from the PYTHIA MC events are compared on a bin-by-bin basis to derive the unfolding correction. Since these corrections depend on the jet p T spectra, the PYTHIA events are reweighted to match the jet p T spectra measured in data before the correction factors are calculated. These weights are derived by comparing the data corrected to the hadron level to the PYTHIA prediction. The unfolding corrections shown in Fig. 10 are obtained from the weighted PYTHIA distributions and applied to the data. The change due to the reweighting of PYTHIA is small (less than 5%) except in the highest-p T bins where the correction is still less than 20%. After the unfolding correction is applied to the data, the measurement has been corrected for all the instrumental effects and presented at the hadron level.
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainties in the measurement are presented below.
Jet energy scale. The uncertainty in the jet energy scale mainly comes from the uncertainty in the tuning of the central calorimeter simulation based on the response to individual particles. This uncertainty is less than 3% of the jet energy over the entire jet energy range [44] . The resulting systematic uncertainty in the cross section measurement varies from 10% at low p T up to 90% at high p T in some rapidity regions. The fractional uncertainty on the jet cross section in the rapidity region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 due to the jet energy scale is shown in Fig. 11(a) .
The jet energy scale uncertainty may be subdivided into a few components with different dependence on jet p T [8] :
(1) A AE1:8% p T -independent component which arises from the uncertainty in the calorimeter stability in time ( AE 0:5%), uncertainty in the modeling of the jet fragmentation ( AE 1:0%), uncertainty in the simulation of the electromagnetic calorimeter response ( AE 0:5%), and uncertainty in the simulation of the calorimeter response at the boundary between calorimeter towers ( AE 1:3%) [44] . (2) Contributions due to the description of the calorimeter response to hadrons in three different momentum ranges [44] : (a) p < 12 GeV=c; (b) 12 < p < 20 GeV=c; (c) p > 20 GeV=c. These four components [(1), (2.a), (2.b), and (2.c)] are considered independent: Each of the four components is considered fully correlated in p T and rapidity and is listed in Table II . This decomposition of the jet energy scale uncertainty for the region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 is shown as a relative uncertainty on the jet cross section in Fig. 12 . 
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Dijet p T balance. The dependence on the dijet event selection definitions and statistical limitations yield a 0.5% uncertainty in the relative jet energy correction in all rapidity regions. In addition, at high p T there is a p T -dependent uncertainty on the correction in the higher rapidity regions (jyj > 1:1) due to low statistics. This uncertainty is considered correlated over p T but uncorrelated across different rapidity regions. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section in the region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 due to this dijet balance systematic uncertainty is shown in Fig. 11(c) .
Pileup correction. The pileup correction is obtained from minimum-bias data, and the systematic uncertainty is determined so that it covers variations from a set of validation measurements. Measurements of the pileup correction from dijet, photon-jet, and W ! e events result in variations of less than 30% and this is taken as the size of the systematic uncertainty. This uncertainty results in less than 3% uncertainty in the cross section measurement. This uncertainty is considered fully correlated in p T and rapidity. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section in the region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 due to the pileup systematic uncertainty is shown in Fig. 11(e) .
Unfolding and p T spectra. The difference between the PYTHIA and HERWIG predictions is taken as the systematic uncertainty on the unfolding correction, as they have different fragmentation models. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section in the region of 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 due to the jet unfolding systematic uncertainty is shown in Fig. 11(d) . This uncertainty is considered fully correlated in p T and rapidity. As mentioned in Sec. V, PYTHIA events are reweighted when the unfolding corrections are determined so that the jet p T spectrum agrees with what is observed in data. The uncertainty in the unfolding correction due to the dependence on the jet p T spectra is taken conservatively from the change in the unfolding corrections with and without reweighting PYTHIA events. This reweighting is done independently in each rapidity region; therefore, the uncertainty is considered correlated over p T but uncorrelated across different rapidity regions. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section in the rapidity region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 due to reweighting is shown in Fig. 11(f) .
Jet energy resolution. Because of the sharply falling spectrum of the inclusive jet cross section, any imperfect modeling of the jet energy smearing in the detector simulation will affect the derived unfolding correction. The calorimeter-level jets in the PYTHIA events have been smeared by an extra amount such that D as defined in the bisector method changes by 10%. The effect of this extra smearing on the jet differential cross section is taken as the systematic uncertainty due to resolution. The jet resolution differences between data and MC events vary with rapidity and the corrections are performed independently in five rapidity regions; therefore, this uncertainty is considered correlated over p T but uncorrelated across different rapidity regions. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section in the rapidity region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7 due to the jet energy resolution is shown in Fig. 11(b) .
Luminosity. There is a 6% uncertainty in normalization due to the luminosity measurement [30] . This uncertainty is considered fully correlated in p T and rapidity.
The total systematic uncertainty on the hadron-level jet cross section for each jet rapidity region is shown in Fig. 13 [46] . The systematic uncertainties on the measured cross section from each source for each rapidity region are given in Tables III, IV , V, VI, and VII. 
VII. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
Perturbative QCD calculations for the inclusive jet cross sections in hadron-hadron collisions have been performed so far only up to next-to-leading order, and their predictions are provided at the parton level [47] [48] [49] [50] in which the final state is comprised of only two or three partons. Our measurement is compared with predictions from FASTNLO [51] which are based on the NLOJET++ [49, 50] program. CTEQ6.1M [11] is used for the parton distribution functions (PDFs). The renormalization and factorization scales ( R and F ) are chosen to be the transverse momentum of the jet divided by two, which is the same as that used in the global QCD analyses [11, 17] to determine the PDFs. Using
T gives up to 10% smaller predictions in the cross section. The uncertainties on the predictions due to PDF are estimated by using the 40 CTEQ6.1M error PDFs [11, 52] , and the MRST2004 PDF [17] is also used to obtain a prediction. In order to account for the splitting and merging step of the midpoint jet clustering algorithm when clustering partons after the parton shower or particles TABLE IV. Systematic uncertainties on the measured inclusive jet differential cross section from different sources (as discussed in Sec. VI) as a function of p T for jets in the region 0:1 < jyj < 0:7. after hadronization [53] , a parameter R sep [54] with a value of 1.3 is used for the midpoint algorithm at the NLO parton level. Two partons are clustered into a single jet if they are within R cone of the jet centroid and within R cone Â R sep of each other. An R sep value of 2.0 (i.e., the midpoint algorithm without R sep ) yields <5% larger cross sections for NLO pQCD predictions. As mentioned earlier, NLO pQCD calculations provide predictions not at the hadron level, to which the data are corrected, but at the parton level, i.e., they do not account for the underlying event and hadronization effects. In order to compare the data corrected to the hadron level with predictions for jets clustered from partons as obtained from NLO pQCD calculations, such effects must be accounted for. The underlying event contributes energy to the jet cone that is not associated with the hard scattering event, i.e., energy from collisions of other partons in the proton and antiproton. Hadronization may cause particles originating from partons whose trajectories lie inside the jet cone to go outside of the jet cone. The effect of hard gluon emission outside the jet cone is already accounted for in NLO pQCD predictions, and thus it is not included in the corrections discussed below.
The bin-by-bin parton-to-hadron-level (C p!h ) corrections are obtained by applying the midpoint clustering algorithm to the hadron-level and to the partonlevel outputs of the PYTHIA Tune A dijet Monte Carlo samples, generated with and without an underlying event. The samples without the underlying event were generated by turning off multiple parton interactions (MPIs). The parton-to-hadron-level correction increases the NLO pQCD cross section predictions by about 10% at low p T and is negligible at high p T as shown in Fig. 14.
The uncertainty on the parton-to-hadron-level correction is estimated from the difference in the predictions for this correction from HERWIG and PYTHIA. HERWIG does not include MPIs in its underlying event model, and instead relies on initial state radiation (ISR) and beam remnants to populate the underlying event. The difference between HERWIG and PYTHIA is conservatively taken for this systematic uncertainty, and this uncertainty is represented by the shaded bands in Fig. 14. 
VIII. RESULTS
The measured inclusive differential jet cross sections at the hadron level are shown in Fig. 15 , and Tables VIII, IX , X, XI, and XII show the lists of the measured cross sections for each jet p T and rapidity bin together with the statistical and total systematic uncertainties, and parton-to-hadronlevel correction factors. The ratios of the measured cross sections to the NLO pQCD predictions from FASTNLO (corrected to the hadron level) based on the CTEQ6.1M PDF are shown in Fig. 16 together with the theoretical uncertainties due to PDF. The measured inclusive jet cross sections tend to be lower but still in agreement with the NLO pQCD predictions within the experimental and theoretical uncertainties.
To quantify the comparisons, a procedure based on the 2 defined as
is used where data (4) is carried out over all data points, and the second sum in Eq. (4) and the sum in Eq. (5) are over all independent sources of the systematic uncertainties. These systematic shifts s j are chosen to minimize the 2 defined above using the MINUIT program [55] . This 2 definition is basically the same as those used in the previous CDF inclusive jet cross TABLE VIII. Measured inclusive jet cross sections as a function of p T for jets in the region jyj < 0:1 together with the statistical (stat.) and systematic (sys.) uncertainties. The bin-bybin parton-to-hadron-level (C p!h ) corrections are also shown. section measurements [8, 31] , and this 2 is equivalent to the one calculated using the covariance matrix technique.
In the 2 calculation, the systematic uncertainties due to jet energy scale (four independent contributions), luminosity, pileup, and unfolding are treated as correlated across all data points in p T and rapidity. The uncertainties from dijet p T balance, jet energy resolution, and p T spectra are treated as correlated over p T in a rapidity region but are uncorrelated across different rapidity regions, as discussed in Sec. VI. As for the theoretical uncertainty, the uncertainty on C p!h is considered as fully correlated across all data points, however the PDF and scale uncertainties are not considered. This 2 test yields the probabilities of 71, 91, 23, 69 and 91% when it is performed separately in the five rapidity regions of jyj < 0:1, 0:1 < jyj < 0:7, 0:7 < jyj < 1:1, 1:1 < jyj < 1:6, and 1:6 < jyj < 2:1. The global 2 test which is performed simultaneously on all the data points in all five rapidity regions yields the reduced 2 , 2 =n:d:f ¼ 94=72 corresponding to a probability of 4%. As shown in Fig. 16 , the experimental uncertainties in the measurement are comparable or somewhat smaller than the PDF uncertainties on the theoretical predictions, especially in higher jyj regions, and thus this measurement will lead to useful constraints on PDFs when it is included in QCD global fits.
While this measurement was underway, a new conebased jet clustering algorithm, called SISCone [56] , was proposed which is a seedless algorithm and thus infrared safe to all orders in pQCD. We have studied the impact of using the SISCone algorithm instead of the midpoint algorithm in Appendix A and found that the ratio of the measured cross section over theoretical predictions would change by only $1%. Therefore, both algorithms will yield similar data-theory comparisons and lead to a similar PDF parametrization when the measurement is included in QCD global fits. 
As mentioned in Sec. I, the CDF collaboration has recently made a measurement of the inclusive jet cross section using the k T jet clustering algorithm [8] . In this section, our measurement is compared with the results obtained with the k T algorithm with D ¼ 0:7 by taking the ratio of the cross sections from the two measurements and comparing it with theoretical predictions. In order to make a useful comparison, the correlations between the statistical and systematic uncertainties were studied and are presented below.
A. Statistical correlation
The datasets used in the two measurements have about 90% overlap, and even in the same events the midpoint and k T algorithms may lead to a different set of jets and thus populate different p T bins which are treated as statistically independent. In order to study the statistical correlation between the two measurements, both k T and midpoint jet clustering algorithms are applied in events used in both measurements and if the resulting jets from both algorithms are matched in y À space within R < 0:7 and fall into the same jet p T and rapidity bin, those jets are treated as correlated, otherwise they are considered uncorrelated. This was done for the data points for which events from the jet100 and jet70 triggers are used. The situation is more complicated for data points from jet20 and jet50 triggers where prescale factors were changed during the data-taking period. Thus, the statistical uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated in the two measurements for data points for which the jet20 and jet50 trigger events are used. It should be noted that the statistics are high in these triggers and the statistical uncertainties are small compared with the systematic uncertainties.
B. Systematic correlation
The systematic uncertainties arising from the jet energy scale, unfolding correction, and underlying event modeling were determined with the same methods in the two measurements, and thus these uncertainties are treated as fully correlated between the two measurements, i.e., the systematic uncertainties are canceled in the ratio of the two measurements.
In this analysis, the pileup correction is determined by measuring the average p T in a randomly chosen cone as a function of the number of primary vertices in minimumbias data as discussed in Sec. V. However, a different method is used in the measurement using the k T algorithm [8] , and thus uncertainties arising from pileup corrections are treated as uncorrelated. The details of -dependent jet corrections are also compared and it is concluded that this uncertainty is also uncorrelated.
The correction for the jet p T resolution and the associated systematic uncertainties between the two measurements are determined in a similar way in the two measurements but the size of the correction was found to be different. The jet p T resolution difference between data and MC events is measured in dijet events with third-jet p T < 10 GeV=c in order to use dijet events with a clear back-to-back structure, and this dijet event selection is not equivalent when jets are clustered by the k T algorithm and by the midpoint algorithm. In addition, the jet resolution correction is sensitive to the procedure of applying the -dependent relative jet correction. By varying the dijet selection requirement and the -dependent jet correction procedure, 35% of the size of the jet p T resolution uncertainty is found to be uncorrelated between the two measurements.
C. Results
The ratio of the cross section measured with the k T algorithm to that with the midpoint algorithm is shown in Fig. 17 . This ratio of the NLO pQCD predictions as given by FASTNLO (corrected to the hadron level) and the ratio from PYTHIA are also included. It should be noted that the rapidity region where the agreement is only marginal (0:7 < jyj < 1:1) corresponds to the crack between the central and plug calorimeters. In the other regions, good agreement is observed over a large range of rapidity and p T . This agreement means that both algorithms observe similar systematic trends when compared to NLO pQCD predictions and favor the same PDF parametrization. In addition, the agreement between the data, PYTHIA, and NLO pQCD predictions for these ratios provide strong evidence that these clustering algorithms are behaving in a consistent way when clustering particles at the parton, hadron, and calorimeter-tower (detector) levels.
X. CONCLUSIONS
A measurement has been presented of the inclusive jet cross section for jets clustered by the midpoint jet-finding algorithm using 1:13 fb À1 of data collected by the CDF experiment. The measured cross sections tend to be lower than the central NLO pQCD predictions, but they are still consistent when systematic uncertainties are taken into account. Similar trends are also observed in the recent results from CDF using the k T algorithm [8] and from D0 using the midpoint algorithm [9] . In the forward regions, the measurement precision is better than current PDF uncertainties. When included in QCD global fits this will provide further constraints on PDFs, especially the gluon distributions at high x. Since the measured cross sections tend to be lower than the central NLO pQCD predictions, the inclusion of this measurement to QCD global fits will lead to somewhat reduced gluon densities at high x. The results are also compared to the recent measurement of the inclusive jet cross section using the k T jet clustering algorithm [8] , and it is found that the ratios of the cross sections measured with the two algorithms are in reasonable agreement with theoretical expectations. 
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APPENDIX: SEEDLESS INFRARED-SAFE CONE ALGORITHM
Recently, a cone algorithm (SISCone) has been proposed which is a seedless algorithm and thus infrared safe to all orders in pQCD [56] . One of the main problems with the use of a seedless cone algorithm has been its slow speed with respect to the seeded cone algorithms (such as the midpoint algorithm); however, the SISCone algorithm has a speed comparable to the seeded cone algorithms. We have studied the differences in the inclusive jet cross section between the midpoint algorithm used in this paper and the SISCone algorithm using PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples. Studies with the PYTHIA samples generated with the Tune A parameters show that, at the hadron level, the SISCone algorithm yields the inclusive jet cross section lower than the midpoint algorithm by $5% at low p T and $2% in the highest p T bins independent of jet rapidities; however, the PYTHIA samples generated without multiple parton interactions show that the parton-level inclusive jet cross section is consistent between the midpoint algorithm and SISCone algorithm to better than 1%, if the same cone radius and the same merging fraction f merge are used for both algorithms [13] . Therefore, although the inclusive jet cross section measured at the hadron level will decrease by up to $5% with the SISCone algorithm, the change will be compensated by the parton-to-hadron-level corrections applied to the NLO pQCD predictions, and thus, the comparisons between the measured cross section and NLO pQCD predictions will essentially be the same.
